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Jack Silver, Esq. SB # 160575
LAW OFFICE OF JACK SILVER
708 Gravenstein Hwy No. # 407
Sebastopol, CA 95472
Tel. (707) 528-8175
Email: Jsilverenvironmental@gmail.com

Edward E. Yates, Esq. SB # 135138
LAW OFFICE OF EDWARD E. YATES
20 Skylark Dr., #12
Larkspur, CA 94939
Telephone: (415) 990-4805
Email: eyates@marinlandlaw.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff
CALIFORNIA RIVER WATCH

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
   

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

CALIFORNIA RIVER WATCH, an CASE NO: 3:18-cv-05531
IRC Section 501(c)(3) non-profit, public 
benefit Corporation, COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY

RELIEF, INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AND
Plaintiff, REMEDIATION

(Endangered Species Act - 16 U.S.C. § 1531
v. et seq.) 

TAYLOR MERRILL, an Individual and 
MARC HUGHES, an Individual

Defendants.
                                                                  /

NOW COMES Plaintiff CALIFORNIA RIVER WATCH, an Internal Revenue Code

Section 501(c)(3) non-profit, public benefit Corporation, (“RIVER WATCH”) by and through

its attorneys, and for its Complaint against TAYLOR MERRILL and MARC HUGHES,

hereafter collectively referred to as “DEFENDANTS,” states as follows:

I.     INTRODUCTION

1. In 2002, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (“FWS”) made an emergency listing of the

Sonoma population of the California Tiger Salamander (“Sonoma CTS”) as an endangered

Distinct Population Segment (DPS). 67 Fed. Reg. 47726 (July 22, 2002); see 68 Fed. Reg. 13498

(March 19, 2003) (final ruling listing the DPS upon expiration of emergency rule; reaffirmed in

2005).  In 2005 the FWS released a proposal to designate critical Sonoma CTS habitat to cover
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74,223 acres (August 2, 2005, 70 Fed. Reg. 44301).  In 2011, the FWS released its Final

Designation of Critical Habitat for the Sonoma County Distinct Population Segment of Sonoma

CTS (August 31, 2011, 76 Fed. Reg. 54346), and designated 47, 484 acres of Sonoma County

as critical habitat for the species (76 Fed. Reg. at 54356).  This habitat was chosen based on its

vernal pools, seasonal wetlands, and associated grassland habitat. Id.  Critical habitat for Sonoma

CTS was designated based on credible records of Sonoma CTS breeding as reported by

biologists who surveyed the area on behalf of the FWS. Sonoma CTS inhabit areas with vernal

pools, wetlands, and burrows which are essential to the feeding, breeding, and sheltering of these

animals.

2. Sonoma CTS live for approximately four to six years. They spawn once a year. Large

numbers of Sonoma CTS larvae are killed before they reach adulthood.  Today, there remains

only a fragile population of Sonoma CTS. Their numbers have declined to a point that they face

extinction  A certain critical mass is necessary to insure survival.  Every loss of Sonoma CTS

is cumulative, and if not abated, will certainly lead to the extinction of the species. The loss of

hundreds of individuals of the next generation of the rare Sonoma CTS, the increasingly hostile

environment in which they are expected to survive, and their already critically low numbers, is

likely a devastating if not lethal, set back to their recovery.

3. This is a civil action brought by RIVER WATCH under the federal Endangered Species

Act (“ESA”) 16 U.S.C. § 1531, et seq., to prevent DEFENDANTS from ongoing violations of

the ESA and regulations pertaining to the Sonoma CTS listed as protected per ESA § 4.  Said

violations are detailed in the June 19, 2018 Notice of Violations and Intent to File Suit Under

the Endangered Species Act (“ESA Notice,”) a true and correct copy of which is attached to this

Complaint as Exhibit A, and fully incorporated herein. RIVER WATCH contends

DEFENDANTS are violating ESA § 9, 16 U.S.C. § 1538, by converting property owned and/or

operated by DEFENDANTS in Sonoma County into horse training, riding and confining areas

and conducting destructive land management practices on the property which harmed and are

harming protected Sonoma CTS, and have significantly modified and degraded the critical

habitat of the Sonoma CTS.
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4. RIVER WATCH seeks declaratory relief and injunctive relief to prohibit future violations

and any other relief for DEFENDANTS’ violations of the ESA allowed under law.

II.     JURISDICTIONAL ALLEGATIONS

5. Subject matter jurisdiction is conferred upon this Court by ESA § 11(g)(1)(A), 16 U.S.C.

§ 1540(g)(1)(A), which states in part, 

“any person may commence a civil suit on his own behalf . . . (A) to enjoin any
person, including the United States and any other governmental instrumentality
or agency (to the extent permitted by the eleventh amendment to the
Constitution), who is alleged to be in violation of any provision of this Act or
regulation issued under the authority thereof. . .”

The district courts shall have jurisdiction, without regard to the amount in controversy or

the citizenship of the parties, to enforce any such provision or regulation, or to order the

Secretary to perform such act or duty, as the case may be.   Under the ESA, “the term ‘person’

means an individual, corporation, partnership, trust, association, or any other private entity; or

any officer, employee, agent, department, or instrumentality of the Federal Government, of any

State, municipality, or political subdivision of a State, or of any foreign government; any State,

municipality, or political subdivision of a State; or any other entity subject to the jurisdiction of

the United States.” ESA § 3(13), 16 U.S.C. § 1532(13).

6. RIVER WATCH served the ESA Notice on DEFENDANTS and the United States

Secretary of the Interior as required by the ESA.  

7. The United States is not currently prosecuting any criminal action to redress

DEFENDANTS’ violations of the ESA as alleged in this Complaint, nor has the Secretary of the

Interior acted to impose a penalty pursuant 16 U.S.C. § 1540(a). Therefore, this action may be

commenced in accord with ESA § 11(g)(2)(A); 16 U.S.C. § 1540 (g)(2)(A).

III.     INTRADISTRICT ASSIGNMENT

8.  The basis for assignment of this case to the Northern District of California, pursuant to

16 U.S.C. § 1540(g)(3)(A), is that the violations of ESA complained of herein are located within

this District; and, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b), all DEFENDANTS reside in and/or conduct

business within this District. 

//
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IV.     PARTIES TO THE ACTION

9. Plaintiff California River Watch is now, and at all times relevant to this Complaint was,

an Internal Revenue Code Section 501(c)(3) non-profit, public benefit corporation duly

organized under the laws of the State of California, with headquarters located in Sebastopol,

California and mailing address at 290 North Main Street, #817, Sebastopol, California 95472. 

RIVER WATCH is dedicated to protecting, enhancing, and helping to restore surface waters and

groundwaters of California including coastal waters, rivers, creeks, streams, wetlands, vernal

pools, aquifers and associated environs, biota, flora and fauna, and educating the public

concerning environmental issues associated with these environs.

10. Members of RIVER WATCH rely on DEFENDANTS to comply fully with the “take”

provisions set forth in ESA § 9 which ensure that citizens do not contribute to the harm or take

of species listed as endangered or threatened with extinction such as the California Tiger

Salamander (Ambystoma californiense) and Sonoma CTS.  Said members derive scientific,

recreational, conservation, spiritual, and aesthetic benefits from the preservation and protection

of threatened and endangered species, including Sonoma CTS.  Said members have spent, and

plan to further spend, time in the habitat of Sonoma CTS hoping to observe this species. The

interests of RIVER WATCH and its members are adversely affected by DEFENDANTS’ actions

as set forth in this Complaint, and have been, are being, and unless the requested relief is

granted, will continue to be adversely affected and injured by DEFENDANTS’ failure to comply

with the ESA as alleged in this Complaint.

11. RIVER WATCH is informed and believes, and on said information and belief alleges that

Defendants TAYLOR MERRILL and MARC HUGHES, are now, and at all times relevant to

this Complaint were individuals, residing in the County of Sonoma, California, having an

ownership interest in real property located at 3585 Phillips Avenue in the City of Santa Rosa,

California, listed on Sonoma County Grading Permit application (GRD17-020) approved for

Plan Check by the County of Sonoma on September 21, 2017, with Assessor’s Parcel Number

identified on the Sonoma County Grading Permit application as 134-081-002 (the “Property”)

and doing business on the Property.
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V.     STATUTORY BACKGROUND 

12. The ESA is designed to “provide a means whereby the ecosystems upon which

endangered species and threatened species depend may be conserved, to provide a program for

the conservation of such endangered species and threatened species.” 16 U.S.C. § 1531(b).

Principal among the ESA’s system of species protection is the Section 9 prohibition rendering

it illegal for any “person” to “take” any species listed as endangered. 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B).

“Take is defined in the broadest possible manner to include every conceivable way in which a

person can ‘take’ or attempt to ‘take’ any fish or wildlife.” Defenders of Wildlife v.

Administrator, EPA, 882 F.2d 1294, 1300 (8th Cir. 1989). The term “take” is defined as “to

harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage

in any such conduct.”16 U.S.C. § 1532(19). Harm or harassment includes significant habitat

modification or degradation. 50 C.F.R. § 17.3; Palila v. Hawaii Department of Land and Natural

Resources, 639 F.2d 495 (9th Cir. 1981); see also Palila v. Hawaii Department of Land and

Natural Resources, 852 F.2d 1106 (9th Cir. 1988). 

13. Critical habitat is essential to the conservation of a listed species, though the area need

not actually be occupied by the species at the time it is designated. This is a specific term and

designation within the ESA. To cause or contribute to the significant modification or destruction

of critical habitat, or to otherwise degrade such critical habitat is to “take” that species regardless

of whether the actions result in actual injury or death. Modification of critical habitat such as

occurred on the Property herein described, including the clearing and stripping of all vegetation

from the land, grading the soil, and eliminating subterranean shelter, harms and harasses Sonoma

CTS and falls within the ESA’s “take” prohibition. Sonoma CTS burrow into the ground and use

gopher, rabbit and other animal dens for shelter.  Plowing and or grading fields destroys these

burrows and therefore the Sonoma CTS’s shelter. “Take” includes direct as well as indirect harm

and need not be purposeful.” Babbitt v. Sweet Home Chapter of Communities for a Great

Oregon, 515 U.S. 687, 704 (1995). A take may even be the result of an accident.  See National

Wildlife Federation v. Burlington Northern Railroad, 23 F.3d 1508, 1512 (9th Cir. 1994).  

//
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VI.     STATEMENT OF FACTS

14. The killing or injuring of Sonoma CTS is considered a “take” as defined under ESA § 9,

16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B).  According to the California Natural Diversity Database, the Property

is currently within 1.3 miles of a known Sonoma CTS breeding site, and at the time of the

original conversion, as described below, the Property was likely within 2,200 feet of a known

Sonoma CTS breeding site and suspected of being within 500 feet of other potential breeding

sites.  The Property is located within the Santa Rosa Plain Conservation Area. The uninhabited

and rural areas of Sonoma County have historically provided essential breeding, feeding, and

sheltering habitat for Sonoma CTS. Adult Sonoma CTS migrate at night from upland habitats,

such as burrows, to aquatic breeding sites during the first major rain events of the fall. Sonoma

CTS walk, in some instance more than a mile, to the nearest pond or wetland. Once breeding is

complete, Sonoma CTS return to the upland habitat. During the spring and summer months,

Sonoma CTS aestivate in subterranean burrows. There is a high likelihood that Sonoma CTS

were present during the conversion due to the limited acres of habitat remaining in the area as

verified by studies undertaken by regulatory agencies. Any Sonoma CTS present during the

conversion were likely killed or harmed by the activities carried out by DEFENDANTS.

15. From April to June of 2017, DEFENDANTS graded and converted 4.5 acres of prime

Sonoma CTS habitat on the Property into a horse training, riding and confining/boarding facility

and operation. Public records on file with the County of Sonoma Department of Planning and

Economic Development, and reviewed by RIVER WATCH, demonstrate the conversion was

undertaken within 1.3 miles of known occurrences of Sonoma CTS and within Critical Habitat

Designation for Sonoma CTS as determined by the FWS.  Said public records, other records,

photographs and aerial mapping of the Property reviewed by RIVER WATCH indicate the

existing land use and vegetation was pasture and wetlands, including vernal pools.  Photographs

of the Property show the conversion work was completed.

16. Records reviewed by RIVER WATCH indicate the County of Sonoma notified

DEFENDANTS that the Property was located within the potential habitat range for the

California Tiger Salamander, an endangered species, and that DEFENDANTS were aware of
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the existence of wetlands, including vernal pools, on the Property.  RIVER WATCH has found

no records on file with the County of Sonoma to indicate that DEFENDANTS contacted the

FWS as required under the ESA, or the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers as required under Clean

Water Act Section 404, prior to converting the Property to a horse training and confining facility. 

17. The grading and conversion of approximately 4.5 acres of land on the Property required

the clearing and stripping of all vegetation with bulldozers and tractors to remove vegetation and

root systems. A horse arena and open-air stables were constructed on the Property.  Trucks

delivered metal pipes which were then placed on the Property. Grading and construction

occurred from April to June, 2017.  Great amounts of soil fill and manure have been

continuously placed on the Property from March, 2017 to the time of the filing of this Complaint

destroying upland pasture, wetlands, vernal pools, and/or other amphibian breeding habitat.  All

these activities pose significant risks to Sonoma CTS through both physical harm and reduction

of critical habitat. 

18. RIVER WATCH contends DEFENDANTS did not seek consultation with the FWS

which is required for habitat modifications within 1.3 miles of a Sonoma CTS occurrence. Under

the Interim Mitigation Guidelines adopted by the FWS and the California Department of Fish

and Wildlife, any land developed within 1.3 miles of a known Sonoma CTS occurrence would

need to be mitigated because of the loss of critical habitat. RIVER WATCH contends

DEFENDANTS converted the Property to horse training and confining facilities without

consulting with FWS, and failed to mitigate for the destruction of critical habitat. Wetlands and

vernal pools may have been plowed or filled, and grading and placement of fill, including

manure, may have destroyed underground burrows where Sonoma CTS estivate. 

19. RIVER WATCH contends DEFENDANTS did not request or participate in any

consultation with state or federal agencies regarding the ESA prior to the conversion of the

Property as described herein, but instead proceeded to substantially modify and degrade Sonoma

CTS habitat on the Property in total disregard of the law.

VII.     GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

20. RIVER WATCH alleges activities by DEFENDANTS on the Property including,
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clearing, grading, and placing manure, soil and other fill in wetlands and Sonoma CTS habitat,

have damaged and continue to damage critical habitat, interfered and continue to interfere with

the feeding, breeding and sheltering of Sonoma CTS, and have caused a “take” of Sonoma CTS. 

Sonoma CTS living in burrows or above ground on the Property would have been killed when

the land was converted.  Further, DEFENDANTS’ management practices including placing of

manure and soil on the Property continue to modify and degrade habitat of Sonoma CTS. 

21. Grading, altering placing soils etc., destroys underground burrows where Sonoma CTS

estivate and the wetland areas and pools where Sonoma CTS breed.  RIVER WATCH alleges

DEFENDANTS are currently, and have in the past, been aware of the threats these methods of

land conversion and land management practices posed to protected species.  Under the Interim

Mitigation Guidelines adopted by the FWS and the California Department of Fish and Wildlife,

any land developed within 1.3 miles of a known Sonoma CTS breeding site would need to be

mitigated by replacement of, at a minimum, one acre for every lost acre of critical habitat. 

RIVER WATCH contends DEFENDANTS’ converted the Property to a horse training and

confining facility without consulting with FWS or the California Department of Fish and

Wildlife, and failed to mitigate for the destruction of critical habitat.

VIII.     CLAIM FOR RELIEF

(ESA § 9, 16 U.S.C. § 1538)

“Take” of an Endangered Species

RIVER WATCH incorporates the allegations set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 21 above

and Exhibit A as though fully set forth herein, and alleges as follows:

22. DEFENDANTS have violated ESA § 9 and its implementing regulations by causing a

direct and/or indirect (“take”) of protected species by substantially modifying, degrading and

destroying Sonoma CTS critical habitat and/or by killing and harming Sonoma CTS when

converting the Property.  16 U.S.C. § 1538; 50 C.F.R. § 17.31.

23. Due to the failure to mitigate the “take,” as well as DEFENDANTS’ continued land

management practices, RIVER WATCH alleges DEFENDANTS’ violations as set forth in this

Complaint are ongoing and will continue after the filing of this Complaint. RIVER WATCH
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alleges herein all violations which may have occurred or will occur prior to trial, but for which

data may not have been available to RIVER WATCH prior to the filing of this Complaint.

RIVER WATCH will amend the pleadings as necessary to address further violations of the ESA

by DEFENDANTS which may occur after the filing of this Complaint.

24. RIVER WATCH is informed and believes, and on such information and belief alleges,

that without the imposition of appropriate equitable relief, DEFENDANTS will continue to

violate the ESA with respect to Sonoma CTS.  RIVER WATCH is further informed and

believes, and on such information and belief alleges, that the relief requested in this Complaint

will redress the injury to RIVER WATCH including Sonoma CTS, prevent future injury and

protect the interests of the members of RIVER WATCH whose interests are, or may be,

adversely affected by DEFENDANTS’ violations as set forth in this Complaint.

IX.     PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, RIVER WATCH prays this Court grant the following relief:

25. Declare DEFENDANTS to have violated and to be in violation of ESA § 9 by conducting

activities on the Property that modify and degrade destroy critical habitat of Sonoma CTS

thereby causing an illegal “take”; 

26. Issue an order for DEFENDANTS to mitigate the harm to Sonoma CTS and its habitat

caused by the activities of DEFENDANTS on the Property as alleged herein;

27. Issue an injunctive order enjoining DEFENDANTS from continuing to convert the

Property into horse training and confining purposes and other land management practices that

constitute a “take”;

28. Issue an injunctive order requiring DEFENDANTS to mitigate the harm caused to

Sonoma CTS by their previous destruction of critical habitat on the Property;

29. Issue an injunctive order requiring DEFENDANTS to fully cooperate with resource

agencies with responsibility over wildlife;

30. Order DEFENDANTS to pay RIVER WATCH’s reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs

(including expert witness fees), as provided by 16 U.S.C. § 1540 (g)(3)(A)(4) and applicable

California law; and,
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31. Grant such other and further relief as may be just and proper.

DATED: September 10, 2018 LAW OFFICE OF EDWARD E. YATES

By:            /s/ Edward E. Yates                       
Edward E. Yates

LAW OFFICE OF JACK SILVER

By:           /s/ Jack Silver                                 
Jack Silver

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
CALIFORNIA RIVER WATCH
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